Yale Real Living Push Button Lever Lock

General Information

Product Identifier: Yale/YRL/210
Brand Name: Yale Locks & Hardware
Product Version: 1
Z-Wave Certification #: ZC08-12060009

Z-Wave Product Information

Supports Z-Wave Beaming Technology?: Yes
Supports Z-Wave Network Security?: Yes
Supports Z-Wave AES-128 Security S0?: Yes
Supports Security S2?: No
SmartStart Compatible?: No

Z-Wave Technical Information

Z-Wave Frequency: U.S. / Canada / Mexico
Z-Wave Product ID: 0x0000
Z-Wave Product Type: 0x0001
Z-Wave Hardware Platform: ZM3102
Z-Wave Development Kit Version: 4.53
Z-Wave Library Type: Enhanced Slave
Z-Wave Device Class: Entry Control / Secure Keypad Door Lock

Supported Command Classes (15):

Command Class Alarm
Command Class Basic
Command Class Configuration
Command Class Door Lock Logging
Command Class Protection
Command Class Security
Command Class Time Parameters
Command Class Version

Command Class Association
Command Class Battery
Command Class Door Lock
Command Class Manufacturer Specific
Command Class Schedule Entry Lock
Command Class Time
Command Class User Code
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